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AMD Radeon™ PRO W6600X GPU for Mac
Pro Unleashes New Creative Possibilities
for Design and Content Creation
Professionals
– New AMD GPU is built on high-performance, energy-efficient AMD RDNA 2 architecture,
and features AMD Infinity Cache and other advanced technologies to power professional

workloads –

SANTA CLARA, Calif., March 08, 2022 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- AMD (NASDAQ: AMD)
today announced availability of the new AMD Radeon™ PRO W6600X GPU for Mac Pro,
developed to help professional users push the limits of what is possible. Built on the award-
winning AMD RDNA™ 2 architecture, AMD Infinity Cache™ and other advanced
technologies, the new GPU delivers stunning visuals and exceptional performance to power
a variety of today’s popular professional applications and workloads.

AMD Radeon PRO W6000X Series GPUs provide several graphics options for Mac Pro,
which is engineered for extreme performance, expandability and configurability. The new
AMD Radeon PRO W6600X GPU delivers an outstanding combination of image quality and
exceptional performance, helping enable Mac Pro users to achieve amazing levels of
productivity and creativity. Users can also select from several other powerful AMD GPUs to
power an extensive range of professional workloads, including the previously announced
AMD Radeon PRO W6900X, AMD Radeon PRO W6800X and AMD Radeon PRO W6800X
Duo GPUs.

“The AMD Radeon PRO W6600X GPU completes the AMD Radeon PRO W6000X product
family, providing a mid-range solution with great performance for graphics-rich content
creation,” said Scott Herkelman, senior vice president and general manager, Graphics
Business Unit at AMD. “AMD is proud to offer Mac Pro users a comprehensive portfolio of
powerful graphics solutions with amazing performance to meet all their creative design and
content creation needs.”

Key AMD Radeon PRO W6600X GPU features include:

Award-Winning AMD RDNA 2 Architecture – AMD RDNA 2 architecture offers an
array of advanced features elevating professional graphics to new levels of
performance, efficiency and visual fidelity.
High-speed GDDR6 memory – Up to 8GB of GDDR6 memory with up to 256 GB/s
bandwidth provides ultra-fast transfer speeds to power data-intensive professional
applications.
AMD Infinity Cache – 32MB of last-level data cache integrated on the GPU die is
designed to reduce latency and power consumption to enable higher performance than
traditional architectural designs.

http://www.amd.com/
https://www.amd.com/en/press-releases/2021-08-03-new-amd-radeon-pro-w6000x-series-gpus-bring-groundbreaking-high


Visual Excellence – With 8K processing and HDR support, the AMD Radeon PRO
W6600X GPU enables new levels of creativity by enhancing video compositing and
editing for professional workflows.
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For more information about Mac Pro visit www.apple.com/mac-pro.

Supporting Resources

Learn more about AMD Radeon PRO W6600X GPU for Mac Pro here

Follow AMD on LinkedIn

Follow AMD on Twitter

Follow Radeon PRO graphics on Twitter

About AMD
For more than 50 years AMD has driven innovation in high-performance computing, graphics
and visualization technologies. Billions of people, leading Fortune 500 businesses and
cutting-edge scientific research institutions around the world rely on AMD technology daily to
improve how they live, work and play. AMD employees are focused on building leadership
high-performance and adaptive products that push the boundaries of what is possible. For
more information about how AMD is enabling today and inspiring tomorrow, visit the AMD
(NASDAQ: AMD) website, blog, LinkedIn  and Twitter pages.
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A photo accompanying this announcement is available at
https://www.globenewswire.com/NewsRoom/AttachmentNg/ceb9a8e1-5072-4353-8664-
55ecb1cb4f81
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